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1

Introduction
The FXTH and NTM88 devices include three internal oscillators: the Low Frequency
Oscillator (LFO) which has a target frequency of 1 kHz, the Medium Frequency Oscillator
(MFO) which has a target frequency of 125 kHz, and the High Frequency Oscillator
(HFO) which is derived from the MFO and has a target frequency configurable by the
user of either 1 MHz, 2 MHz, 4 MHz or 8 MHz. The bus clock is derived from the HFO
and has a frequency equal to half the frequency of the HFO, so either 0.5 MHz, 1 MHz, 2
MHz or 4 MHz.
These oscillators drift with temperature, which can impact the user application in case it
relies on precise timings. This application note explains how to compensate for the drift.
The first part focuses on the LFO and the second part on the Bus Clock.

2

Calibrating the PWU to compensate for the LFO drift
2.1 Purpose
In TPMS devices, the Low Frequency Oscillator (LFO) has a targeted frequency of 1 kHz
and clocks several blocks. Among them is the Periodic Wake-Up (PWU) block.
The actual frequency of the LFO varies from one device to another and with temperature.
1
The frequency deviation is specified in the data sheet of the product .
A possible consequence of LFO frequency drift is a higher power consumption. To
illustrate, we can take the example of an application in which the PWU is configured
to wake-up the TPMS device from STOP1 every 30 seconds to send the tire pressure
value. If the LFO has an actual frequency of 1.2 kHz instead of 1 kHz, then the PWU
wakes up the TPMS approximately 20 % more often than expected. The additional wakeups result in a higher power consumption, and shorter battery life.
On the contrary, if the actual LFO frequency is lower than 1 kHz the TPMS will wakeup less often than expected: instead of sending a frame every 30 seconds, the TPMS
could send a frame every 40 seconds, for example, which may not meet the application
requirements.
The PWU period is configured with the WDIV value in the PWUDIV register. Refer to the
[1],[2]

user manuals
for more information. The purpose of the WDIV calibration described
in this section is to calculate a WDIV value based on the actual LFO frequency. Note the
WDIV calibration does not modify the LFO frequency.

2.2 Principle of WDIV calibration
The Periodic Wake-Up block is clocked by the Low Frequency Oscillator. The PWU can
be configured to generate a periodic wake-up and/or a periodic reset. The wake-up and
reset periods are configured in two or three steps:
1. The WDIV field of PWUDIV register configures the prescaler for the incoming LFO
clock period. The output period is WCLK.
2. For periodic wake-up and/or periodic reset: the PWUCS0_WUT field configures the
number of WCLK clocks before the next periodic wake-up interrupt is generated. The
output period is RCLK.

1 Contact an NXP representative to have access to the data sheets.
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3. For periodic reset only: the PWUCS1_PRST field configures the number of RCLK
clocks before the next periodic reset is generated.
When the LFO frequency is exactly equal to 1 kHz, configuring WDIV = 31 results in a
1 second output period for WCLK. In this case, if the user wants to configure a periodic
wake-up of 30 seconds and a periodic reset of 60 seconds, WUT field must be set to 30
and PRST field must be set to 2.
LFO clock
Frequency = 1 kHz

LFO period = 1 ms

Prescaler 1
PWU_WDIV = 31

WCLK = 1 s

Prescaler 2
PWUCS0_WUT = 30

Wake Up Period = 30 s

RCLK = 30 s
Prescaler 3
PWUCS1_PRST = 2

Reset Period = 60 s
aaa-043541

Figure 1. Wake-up and Reset period configuration when LFO frequency is 1 kHz

However, the LFO frequency is not always equal to 1 kHz: it varies from one device to
another, and for one given device the LFO frequency drifts with temperature meaning
that the LFO frequency varies when temperature varies.
When the actual LFO frequency deviates from 1 kHz, this implies that configuring WDIV
to 31 does not result in an exact 1 second output for WCLK: for example, if the actual
LFO frequency is equal to 1.2 kHz, the resulting WCLK period will be 833 ms. In this
case, if WUT is set to 30, this results in a 25 second periodic wake-up, instead of the 30
second periodic wake-up expected by the user.
LFO period = 0.833 ms
LFO clock
Frequency = 1.2 kHz

Prescaler 1
PWU_WDIV = 31

WCLK = 833 ms

Prescaler 2
PWUCS0_WUT = 30

Wake Up Period = 25 s

RCLK = 25 s
Prescaler 3
PWUCS1_PRST = 2

Reset Period = 50 s
aaa-043542

Figure 2. Wake-up and Reset period configuration when LFO frequency is 1.2 kHz

The purpose of the LFOCAL functions performing WDIV calibration is to have WCLK = 1
second.
For that, the functions calculate the actual LFO frequency and return a calibrated value of
WDIV i.e. a value of WDIV which results in WCLK = 1 second. For example, if the actual
LFO frequency is 1.2 kHz, the LFOCAL function will return value 43, meaning that WDIV
must be set to 43 instead of 31 to have WCLK = 1 second. If the actual LFO frequency is
800 Hz, the LFOCAL function returns the value 19.
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LFO period = 0.833 ms
LFO clock
Frequency = 1.2 kHz

Prescaler 1
PWU_WDIV = 43

WCLK = 1 s

Prescaler 2
PWUCS0_WUT = 30

Wake Up Period = 30 s

RCLK = 30 s
Output of TPMS LFOCAL

LFO clock
Frequency = 800 Hz

LFO period = 1.25 ms

Prescaler 1
PWU_WDIV = 19

WCLK = 1 s

Prescaler 3
PWUCS1_PRST = 2

Reset Period = 60 s

Prescaler 2
PWUCS0_WUT = 30

Wake Up Period = 30 s

RCLK = 30 s
Output of TPMS LFOCAL

Prescaler 3
PWUCS1_PRST = 2

Reset Period = 60 s
aaa-043543

Figure 3. Wake-up and Reset period configuration with WDIV calibrated

2.3 Calculation of the LFO actual frequency with 26 MHz crystal or bus
clock
To return a calibrated value of WDIV, it is necessary to calculate the actual frequency
of the LFO. In the example above, this means we need to know that the actual LFO
frequency is 800 Hz to be able to calculate that WDIV must be set to 19.
To calculate the actual LFO frequency, we use a reference clock, meaning a clock more
precise than the LFO. The functions developed to perform WDIV calibration use either
the external 26 MHz crystal or the bus clock. In these functions, TPM1 timer is used to
count the number of RF crystal or bus clocks periods per LFO period; this allows for
the calculation of the actual frequency of the LFO and then calculate a calibrated WDIV
value.
The 26 MHz RF crystal is the most precise clock that can be used to calculate the LFO
frequency: the frequency deviation of the RF crystal on the whole temperature range is
negligible, much smaller than the frequency deviation of any internal clock of the TPMS,
including the bus clock. However, note that using the 26 MHz crystal to measure the LFO
frequency requires the RF block to be enabled when the LFOCAL function is executed,
which consumes additional power. The extra current coming from the use of the crystal
can be estimated to be equivalent to the sum of the RF transmission current at 315 MHz,
5 dBm during ~750 µs and the Interframe period current with IFPD=0 during the rest of
the function execution time.
Current coming from use of crystal
RF transmission current at
315 MHz, 5 dBm
Interframe period current
with IFPD = 0
~750 µs

LFOCAL function
execution time

t

aaa-043544

Figure 4. Equivalent of the current consumed during the execution of the LFOCAL function
coming from the use of the 26 MHz crystal
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The RF transmission current at 315 MHz, 5 dBm, and the Interframe period current with
2
IFPD=0 are specified in the data sheet of the product.
For applications in which an external 26 MHz crystal is not present, or in case the user
wants to avoid the extra current consumption brought by the use of the crystal, the
bus clock can be used as reference clock. However, unlike the RF crystal, it drifts with
temperature – but its drift remains much smaller than the LFO drift. The range of bus
2
clock frequency is specified in the data sheet of the product .

2.4 Functions performing WDIV calibration
2.4.1 For the FXTH
The function TPMS_LFOCAL is available in the FXTH firmware and firmware library and
[3]

is described in the FXTH Firmware User Guide . This function uses the 26 MHz external
crystal to calculate the LFO frequency. It returns valid results when the LFO frequency
range remains between 660 Hz and 1900 Hz, which is the case for FXTH87 devices but
not necessarily for devices of the FXTH87E family. As a consequence, this function is not
recommended for FXTH87E devices.
The library “New TPMS LFOCAL” that can be downloaded from the TPMS Software
[5]

webpage includes functions compatible with both FXTH87 and FXTH87E devices,
which use either the 26 MHz external crystal or the bus clock as reference clock. These
functions are described in the user guide provided with the library.

2.4.2 For the NTM88
Two functions are available in the firmware library: TPMS_LFOCAL, which uses the 26
MHz crystal as reference clock, and TPMS_LFOCAL_BUSCLK, which uses the bus
[6]

clock. Both functions are described in the NTM88 Firmware User Guide .

2.5 Implementing WDIV calibration in the application
As explained in the previous section, the LFOCAL functions return a calibrated WDIV
value. The functions measure the LFO frequency and return a WDIV value to have
WCLK equal to 1 second. The WDIV compensated value depends on the LFO frequency.
This implies that the WDIV value must be re-calculated when the LFO frequency varies.
For example, if the WDIV value is first calculated when the LFO frequency is equal to 800
Hz the LFOCAL function will return a WDIV value of 19; but if the LFO frequency varies
after some time and becomes equal to 700 Hz, this WDIV value of 19 will not be accurate
anymore, it needs to be re-calculated: the LFOCAL function needs to be executed again
and will return the value 12 which must be used instead of 19.
• How to know when the LFO frequency changes and the compensation function needs
to be executed again?
The LFO frequency drifts with temperature so the WDIV compensated value needs to
be recalculated when temperature changes. It is recommended to execute the LFOCAL
function when temperature varies by 20 °C. A possible implementation for the application
is described below.

2 Contact an NXP representative to have access to the data sheets.
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Inside the application code, an array of 8 bytes UINT8 WDIV[8] is declared in the PARAM
section maintained in STOP1. The whole device temperature range from -40 °C to 125
°C is divided into 8 ranges of 20 °C as shown in Figure 5. Each byte of the WDIV[] array
represents the WDIV compensated value on a given temperature range.
For example, WDIV[3] contains the compensated WDIV value when temperature is
between 20 °C and 40 °C. In the application, when the temperature is between 20 °C and
40 °C for the first time the LFOCAL function is executed and the WDIV value is stored
in WDIV[3]. Then each time the current temperature is again between 20 °C and 40 °C
the compensated value stored in WDIV[3] can be used, without needing to execute the
LFOCAL function again.
This means the LFOCAL function will be executed a maximum of eight times in all the
device lifetime, corresponding to once per temperature range. Once the WDIV value has
been calculated for a temperature range, the result is stored in WDIV[] array and there is
no need to execute the LFOCAL function again for this temperature range.
UINT8 WDIV[8]
WDIV calibrated value for
each temperature range

WDIV[0]

WDIV[1]

WDIV[2]

WDIV[3]

WDIV[4]

WDIV[5]

WDIV[6]

WDIV[7]

UINT8 temp_index

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Output of
TPMS_COMP_TEMPERATURE

< 35

35

55

75

95

115

135

155

> 155

Temperature
(°C)

< -20 °C

-20 °C

0 °C

20 °C

40 °C

60 °C

80 °C

100 °C

> 100 °C
aaa-043545

Figure 5. Correspondence between the index of WDIV[8] array and temperature

An example flow is shown in Figure 6.
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Reset

First time after
POWER ON?

yes

Initialize WDIV array: WDIV[i] = 0xFF;

no
Wake up from
PWU?

yes

Execute TPMS_READ_TEMPERATURE and
TPMS_COMP_TEMPERATURE;
Find the current temperature range temp_index;

no

WDIV[temp_index] == 0xFF?
↔ Does WDIV[temp_index]
contain init value meaning
the WDIV calculation has not
been done for this
temperature range?

no
The WDIV compensated
value has already been
calculated for this
temperature range, no need
to do the calculation again

yes
We need to calculate the WDIV
value for this temperature range
Execute LFOCAL function and store the result:
WDIV[temp_index] = LFOCAL output

Set PWUDIV_WDIV = WDIV[temp_index]

Application continues
aaa-043546

Figure 6. Example of WDIV calibration implementation in the application

The TPMS projects available in the FXTH or NTM88 Starter Package implement the
algorithm above. Download the Starter Packages from the TPMS Software webpage
see an example of source code.

[5]

to

Note: An alternate implementation would be to execute the LFOCAL function at each
PWU wake-up without checking the current temperature. In this case, the calibrated
WDIV value would be calculated again at each PWU wake-up. The drawback of this
alternate implementation is that it would consume more power than executing the
LFOCAL function only when temperature changes because it consumes more power
to execute the LFOCAL function at every wake-up than performing a temperature
acquisition and compensation at every wake-up and performing the LFOCAL function a
maximum of eight times in the device lifetime.

3

Calibrating the Bus Clock frequency
3.1 Purpose
The actual frequency of the bus clock varies from one device to another and with
3
temperature. The frequency range is specified in the data sheet of the product .
The execution time of the instructions performed by the program directly depend on
the bus clock frequency. Also, the bus clock can be configured as clock source for
TPM1 timer, which can be used to perform delays in the application. This implies that

3 Contact an NXP representative to have access to the data sheets.
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applications that require precise timings may need to calibrate the bus clock frequency to
ensure a maximum timing accuracy.

3.2 Principle of bus clock calibration
It is possible to measure the actual frequency of the bus clock using the 26 MHz external
crystal as reference. However, it is not possible to adjust the bus clock frequency directly,
only the MFO frequency can be modified.
MFO

HFO

BUSCLK

The application calculates the bus clock
frequency and then adjusts the MFO frequency
aaa-043547

Figure 7. Principle of bus clock calibration

The firmware function TPMS_MFOCAL measures the actual bus clock frequency
and returns a value indicating the percentage of deviation compared to the target
frequency. This function is available in the FXTH firmware and firmware library and
[3],[6]

the NTM88 firmware library, and described in the firmware user guides . Note that
in the description of the function it is indicated that the percentage of deviation of the
MFO frequency is returned, but it is actually the percentage of deviation of the bus clock
frequency. When TPMS_MFOCAL function returns value 128 it means that the frequency
of the bus clock is the target frequency. Each LSB away from this value corresponds to a
deviation of 0.78 %; when the frequency is close to the target frequency this corresponds
to approximately 975 Hz.
Register SIMOTRM[7:0] allows for the modification of the MFO frequency. At production,
NXP trims this register so that the bus clock frequency is as close as possible to its target
frequency at 29 °C. Increasing or decreasing the register value by one count increases or
decreases the MFO frequency by approximately 250 Hz. The application can update this
register at any time, and the new value will be maintained until a reset occurs. At reset,
the value trimmed by NXP at production is loaded into SIMOTRM register, overwriting the
value that the application configured.
The MFO, HFO, and bus clock frequencies drift with temperature, which implies that a
different SIMOTRM value needs to be calculated when temperature varies.

3.3 Implementing bus clock calibration in the application
3.3.1 Adjusting the bus clock frequency
The principle of adjusting the bus clock frequency is the following: the application uses
the MFOCAL function to calculate the bus clock deviation with a ~975 Hz precision, and
then adjusts the MFO frequency via SIMOTRM register with a ~250 Hz resolution. It
may take several iterations to reach the target frequency, which would imply executing
the MFOCAL function potentially several times. Since doing so would consume more
power, the user could configure the maximum number of times MFOCAL function can
be executed in the algorithm. In the example of implementation described below, the
variable Nb_executions keeps track of how many times the MFOCAL function was
executed and the value MAX_EXE_NB represents the maximum number of times the
TPMS_MFOCAL function can be executed.
AN13371
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An example of implementation is detailed in the flow below:
• When the bus clock frequency is calculated to be equal to the target frequency,
MFOCAL function returns 128. So, the drift is calculated as the difference between the
value returned by MFOCAL function and value 128. The drift is positive when the bus
clock frequency is higher than the target frequency, and negative otherwise.
• SIMOTRM register is first adjusted by a number of counts equal to four times the drift
value, since 975 Hz ~= 4*250 Hz (refer to the paragraph above).
• After that, and as long as the drift is not 0 and the MFOCAL function has not been
executed more than the max number of times fixed by the user, the new drift is
calculated and SIMOTRM register adjusted in consequence, but by smaller steps,
count by count.
• A minimum bus clock settling delay of 500 µs is necessary between the moment MFO
frequency is adjusted and the moment the bus clock frequency is measured.
Start

Drift = TPMS_MFOCAL() - 128;
Nb_executions = 1;
SIMOTRM += Drift * 4;

yes

Is (Nb_executions >=
MAX_EXE_NB) OR
(Drift == 0)?
no
Delay 500us;
Drift = TPMS_MFOCAL() - 128;
Nb_executions ++;

Is Drift > 0?

yes

We adjust the MFO
frequency by smaller steps
SIMOTRM ++;

no

Is Drift < 0?

yes

SIMOTRM - -;

no

End

aaa-043548

Figure 8. Example of flow to adjust SIMOTRM

The corresponding source code is the following:
/* MFOCAL execution */
#define MAX_EXE_NB 3
void vfnCalibSIMOTRM (void)
{
UINT8 u8MfocalValue, u8NbExecutions;
INT8 i8Drift;
TPMS_RF_ENABLE(1);
u8MfocalValue = TPMS_MFOCAL();
u8NbExecutions = 1; // We have executed MFOCAL once
AN13371
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if (u8MfocalValue != 255) // 255 is error code for crystal not
present
{
i8Drift = u8MfocalValue - 128;
SIMOTRM += (i8Drift * 4);
while ((u8NbExecutions < MAX_EXE_NB) && (i8Drift != 0) &&
(u8MfocalValue != 255))
{
Delay_us(100); // 500 µs delay to let time to bus clock
frequency to stabilize
u8MfocalValue = TPMS_MFOCAL();
u8NbExecutions ++; // We have executed MFOCAL once more
i8Drift = u8MfocalValue - 128;
if ((u8MfocalValue != 255) && (i8Drift > 0))
SIMOTRM ++;
else if ((u8MfocalValue != 255) && (i8Drift < 0))
SIMOTRM --;
}
}
TPMS_RF_ENABLE(0);
return;
}
//
================================================================
// Delay in us:
// us4 delay
// 0 10.6 µs
// 1 15.0 µs
// 2 19.4 µs
// 3 23.8 µs
// 4 28.2 µs
// 10 53.4 µs
// 20 96.2 µs
// 255 1099 µs
// delay = 10.6 µs + (us4 * 4.28 µs)
// us4 = (delay-10.6 µs)/4.28 µs
void Delay_us(UINT8 us4)
{
UINT8 u8;
for (u8=0; u8<us4; ++u8)
{
__asm NOP;
__asm NOP;
__asm NOP;
__asm NOP;
}
return;
}

3.3.2 Storing SIMOTRM value for each temperature range
The bus clock frequency changes with temperature, so it is necessary to re-calculate
SIMOTRM value when temperature changes. It is recommended to re-calculate the
value when temperature varies by 20 °C. A possible implementation for the application is
described below.
Inside the application code, an array of 8 bytes UINT8 gau8SIMOTRM[8] is declared
in the PARAM section maintained in STOP1. The whole device temperature range
from -40 °C to 125 °C is divided into 8 ranges of 20 °C as shown in Figure 9. Each byte
AN13371
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of the gau8SIMOTRM[] array represents the calibrated SIMOTRM value on a given
temperature range.
For example, gau8SIMOTRM[3] contains the calibrated SIMOTRM value when
temperature is between 20 °C and 40 °C. In the application, when the temperature is
between 20 °C and 40 °C for the first time, SIMOTRM value is calculated and stored in
gau8SIMOTRM[3]. Then each time the current temperature is again between 20 °C and
40 °C the calibrated value of SIMOTRM stored in gau8SIMOTRM[3] can be used, without
needing to re-calculate it again.
This means the calculation of SIMOTRM will be executed a maximum of eight times in all
the device lifetime, corresponding to once per temperature range. Once the SIMOTRM
value has been calculated for a temperature range, it is stored in gau8SIMOTRM[] array
and there is no need to calculate it again for this temperature range.
UINT8 gau8SIMOTRM[8]
SIMOTRM calibrated value for
each temperature range

gau8SIMOT gau8SIMOT gau8SIMOT gau8SIMOT gau8SIMOT gau8SIMOT gau8SIMOT gau8SIMOT
RM[0]
RM[1]
RM[2]
RM[3]
RM[4]
RM[5]
RM[6]
RM[7]

UINT8 temp_index

0

Output of
< 35
TPMS_COMP_TEMPERATURE
Temperature
(°C)

< -20 °C

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

35

55

75

95

115

135

155

> 155

-20 °C

0 °C

20 °C

40 °C

60 °C

80 °C

100 °C

> 100 °C
aaa-043549

Figure 9. Correspondence between the index of gau8SIMOTRM[8] array and temperature

An example of flow is shown in Figure 10.
SIMOTRM is loaded with the
value calculated at producon

Reset

First me
aer POWER
ON?

YES

Inialize gau8SIMOTRM[] array:
gau8SIMOTRM[i] = 0xFF;

YES

Execute TPMS_READ_TEMPERATURE and
TPMS_COMP_TEMPERATURE;
Find the current temperature rangetemp_index;

NO

Is a precise
bus clock
frequency
needed now?
NO

gau8SIMOTRM[temp_index] ==
0xFF?
 Does
gau8SIMOTRM[temp_index]
contain init value meaning the
SIMOTRM calculaon has not
been done for this temperature
range?

NO

The SIMOTRM calibrated
value has already been
calculated for this
temperature range, no
need to do the calculaon
again

YES We need to calculate the
SIMOTRM value for this
temperature range

Calculate and update SIMOTRM value and store
it:
gau8SIMOTRM[temp_index] = SIMOTRM;

Set SIMOTRM = gau8SIMOTRM[temp_index]

Applicaon connues…

Figure 10. Example of flow storing the SIMOTRM value for each temperature range
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The source code corresponding to the temp_index search and adjustment of SIMOTRM
value is the following:
#define DEFAULT_RANGE_INDEX 3
#define LIMIT_LOWEST_RANGE 35
#define RANGE_LENGTH 20
#define SIMOTRM_MAX_INDEX 7
#define SIMOTRM_INIT_VALUE 0xFF
/**************************************************************
* This functions checks if SIMOTRM needs to be re-calculated
* or not, depending on whether its value has been calculated
* for the currenttemperature range.
* If it has, SIMOTRM is updated with the stored value.
* If not, it is calculated and its value is stored.
* PRE-REQUISITE: valid compensated temperature measurement
* must be stored in gu8CompTemp.
**************************************************************/
void Calibrate_SIMOTRM_with_Temperature (void)
{
UINT8 temp_index;
UINT8 gu8CompTemp_temporary;
/* Temperature value will be modified, store it in temporary
variable */
gu8CompTemp_temporary = gu8CompTemp;
/* Find current temperature range in the gau8SIMOTRM array */
temp_index = 0;
while ((gu8CompTemp_temporary > LIMIT_LOWEST_RANGE) &&
(temp_index < SIMOTRM_MAX_INDEX))
{
gu8CompTemp_temporary -= RANGE_LENGTH;
temp_index ++;
}
/* Has calibration already been done for this range? */
if (gau8SIMOTRM[temp_index] == SIMOTRM_INIT_VALUE)
{
/* Compensation has not yet been done, do it now */
vfnCalibSIMOTRM();
gau8SIMOTRM[temp_index] = SIMOTRM;
}
else
{
/* Update SIMOTRM with the value stored */
SIMOTRM = gau8SIMOTRM[temp_index];
}
return;
}
Note: An alternate implementation would be to re-calculate the SIMOTRM value each
time the application needs a precise bus clock frequency without checking the current
temperature. The drawback of this alternate implementation is that it would consume
more power than calculating SIMOTRM only when temperature changes because it
consumes more power to calculate SIMOTRM value at every wake-up than performing
a temperature acquisition and compensation at every wake-up and performing the
SIMOTRM calculation a maximum of eight times in the device lifetime.
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3.4 Note on using the 26 MHz crystal to perform both WDIV and bus
clock calibrations
Performing WDIV calibration using the 26 MHz crystal as reference and performing
bus clock calibration both require the RF block to be enabled when the calibrations are
performed. The RF block can be enabled by calling the function TPMS_RF_ENABLE(1),
which turns on the block and then performs a ~300 µs settling delay. This function is
[3],[6]

described in the firmware user guides
. In applications using the crystal for both WDIV
and bus clock calibration, the two calibrations can be performed one after the other,
without disabling the RF block in between. In other words, the application can enable
the RF block, perform both calibrations, and then disable the RF block. This allows a
bit of power saving by not disabling and enabling again the RF block between the two
calibrations.
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